We characterize the inertia of A + B for Hermitian matrices A and B when the rank of B is one. We use this to characterize the inertia of a partial join of two graphs. We then provide graph joins G for which the minimum number of complete bipartite graphs needed in a partition of the edge multi-set of G is equal to the maximum of the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of G.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the paper, G denotes a graph that has no loops, but that may have multiple edges. The multi-set of edges of G is denoted by E(G). A graph G is simple if it has no (loops or) multiple edges. A biclique of G is a simple complete bipartite subgraph of G. A biclique decomposition of G is a collection of bicliques of G, such that each edge of G is in precisely one of the bicliques in the collection. We let b(G) denote the minimum number of bicliques needed in a biclique decomposition of G. where h(A) = max{n + (A), n − (A)}, the maximum of the number of positive, and of the number of negative eigenvalues of A. A precursor of this well-known lower bound appeared in a 1971 paper of Graham and Pollak [6] and was attributed there to H. S. Witsenhausen. (See also Hoffman (1972) and Orlin (1979) .) A short proof of (1) using the subadditivity of n + and n − is given in Remark 1 below.
Graham and Pollak used (1) in matrix form on the distance multigraph G of a graph H in order to estimate b(G) = N (H), the minimum length of a (0, 1, * )-addressing of H. In particular, they proved that if K n is the complete graph on n vertices, then b(K n ) = N (K n ) = n − 1. This result has come to be known as the Graham-Pollak Theorem and, as yet, has no purely combinatorial proof. Generalizations of the Graham-Pollak Theorem to λK n , the complete graph with precisely λ edges between each pair of vertices, have been examined by de Caen, Gregory and Pritikin in [4] when n ≥ 2λ and by Gregory and Vander Meulen in [8] when n ≤ 2λ. In [4] , it is seen that the problem of determining the value of b(λK n ) has links to a surprising number of combinatorial structures including balanced weighing matrices, affine designs, bipartite difference sets, and translates of the unit cube with pairwise intersections of the same dimension. For given λ, it is conjectured in [4, p.94 ] that b(λK n ) = n − 1 for all n sufficiently large. For a survey of clique and biclique covers and decompositions, see Monson, Pullman and Rees [12] .
When A = A(G) is an adjacency matrix of a graph G, we use A and G interchangeably in our notation; thus h(G) = max{n + (G), n − (G)}. For most simple graphs G, we expect that n − (G) ≥ n + (G), and so h(G) = n − (G). For example, if G is bipartite, then n − (G) = n + (G). Also, if n − (C) ≥ n + (C) for each component C of a graph G, then n − (G) ≥ n + (G). Of the 208 simple graphs G of order at most 6, a computer search shows that only the three graphs in Figure 1 have n + (G) > n − (G).
For simple graphs, equality holds in (1) with surprising frequency. For example, using the observations above and standard tables of spectra for connected simple graphs [2, 3] , it can be checked that of the 208 simple graphs G of order at most 6, only the three graphs in Figure 2 
have b(G) > h(G).
The checking is greatly reduced with the aid of Lemma 7.
Graphs G for which
FIG. 2 The simple graphs G on 6 or fewer vertices with b(G) > h(G).
Kratzke, Reznick and West [11] . They consider biclique decompositions of tori, C n C m (the cartesian product of a cycle with a cycle) and of prisms, C n K 2 (including a Möbius variation). They also examine weak products of graphs extensively. Suppose that G i , i = 1, . . . , r are disjoint graphs and that U i is a subset of the vertex set of G i for each i. Let U = r i=1 U i and let G be the graph formed from r i=1 G i by joining each vertex of U i to each vertex of U j for all i = j. We call the pair (G, U ) the partial join of the pairs (G i , U i ) and
Gregory et. al. [7] remark that little is known about biclique decompositions of joins of graphs, and present a result [7, Prop. 3.5] on the join of two regular graphs. In [16, Theorem 6 ], V. Watts shows that if G is a join of complements of paths, then b(G) = h(G) = n − (G). In this paper, we present some general results on partial joins and then provide classes of graphs which may be used to form joins G with
Although we are mainly interested in graphs, it will be convenient (and more general) to present our initial results in terms of Hermitian matrices. A matrix A with entries in C is Hermitian if A equals A * = A T , the complex conjugate transpose of A. If A is Hermitian, then the nullspace of A equals the orthogonal complement of the column space of A:
⊥ . The inertia of a Hermitian matrix A is denoted by the triple In(A) = (n + (A), n − (A), n 0 (A)), where n 0 (A) = dim(Nul A). Throughout the paper, 1 denotes an all-one column vector, 0 an all-zero column vector, O an all-zero matrix, J an all-one matrix, I an identity matrix, and C n the set of column n-vectors with entries in C.
Given matrix-vector pairs (A i , u i ), i = 1, . . . , r, where A i is a Hermitian matrix and u i is a complex column vector of compatible size, let A be the r × r block matrix with i th diagonal block A i and with ij th off diagonal block u i u * j . Let u = u 1 ∨ · · · ∨ u r be the r ×1 block column vector with block j equal to u j . We call the pair (A, u) the partial join of the pairs
If each u i is an all-one vector, we simply write A = r i=1 A i , where now A is the r×r block matrix with diagonal blocks A i and J matrices elsewhere. For example,
Note that if the A i are adjacency matrices of disjoint graphs G i and the u i are the characteristic vectors of sets 
Our main theorem is stated below. In the statement, note that if A is Hermitian and Ax = u for some x, then the scalar u * x = x * Ax is real. It is also independent of the particular x chosen. For if 
Before proving the main theorem, we first determine the inertia of A+B when A and B are n×n Hermitian matrices, and the rank of B is one. In that case, B = αuu * for some scalar α = 0 and some nonzero vector u ∈ C n . The result (in Lemma 4) may be regarded as a refinement, for Hermitian matrices, of classical results on the rank of rank 1 perturbations of arbitrary matrices (see [ 
Proof. Observe that
Then αuu * is a positive semidefinite matrix. Thus, if A is an n×n Hermitian matrix and eigenvalues λ are indexed in nondecreasing order, then 
We may replace A by −A in (4). Thus, for α ≤ 0,
Applying the above inequalities repeatedly to the summands in a spectral decomposition B = n i=1 λ i uu * of an n × n Hermitian matrix B yields the following lemma on the inertia of the sum of two matrices. (The first author is grateful to R. Horn for this observation.) An alternate proof of the lemma, including a characterization of the case of equality in the upper bound in (a), may be found in [7, p.270 ].
Lemma 2. If A and B are n×n Hermitian matrices, then
The equivalence of (a) and (b) in the following lemma is a special case of a known result on rank [13, Theorem 11] . 
. From this, it is straightforward to check that (b) and (c) are equivalent.
Because Col(A + B) ⊆ Col A + Col B, we always have
From this we see that (b) implies (a).

Suppose (a) holds. If (A +
, so equality holds in (6) and we have (b).
We now use the above results to characterize the inertia of a rank 1 Hermitian perturbation of a Hermitian matrix.
Lemma 4. Suppose A is an n×n Hermitian matrix, α is a scalar, and
If α < 0, corresponding results hold with n + and n − interchanged.
Proof. We may assume that u = 0 , otherwise the proof is immediate. Let 
If αu
Thus the inclusions in (7) If αu
where the second congruence follows by Lemma 1. Thus
and the cases where αu * x > −1 and where αu * x < −1 now follow.
THE INERTIA OF PARTIAL JOINS
For Hermitian matrices A 1 , A 2 , and complex column vectors
We now prove our main result, Theorem 1.1.
Proof. We may assume that u 1 = 0 and u 2 = 0 , otherwise the proof is immediate. From (8) we have A = (A 1 ⊕ A 2 ) + C where rank(C) = 2 and
Case (b) is immediate. Case (c) follows from (9) and the first case of Lemma 4. In Case (d), A 2 x 2 = u 2 for some x 2 and the remaining results follow from (9) and Lemma 4.
Although we are mainly interested in graphs, we continue for the moment to work with matrices. From here on, (A, u) will denote a matrixvector pair where A is a Hermitian matrix and u is a complex column vector of compatible size. Also, if it exists, x will denote a column vector such that Ax = u.
For our results on partial joins, it will be convenient to partition the set of pairs (A, u) into four types.
In the remaining types, Ax = u for some x. They are distinguished by the value of u * x as follows:
If a Type 2 pair (A 1 , u 1 ) is joined with any other pair ( 
Proof. We first show that joining pairs of Type 0 or 1 always results in a pair of Type 1. For suppose (A 1 , u 1 ) and (A 2 , u 2 ) are of Type 0 or 1 and (A, u) = (A 1 , u 1 ) ∨ (A 2 , u 2 ) . Then (A, u) is the pair in (2) . We wish to show that there is an x such that Ax = u and u * x > 1. There are three cases to consider. In each case, a vector x is given below:
It follows that (A, u) is of Type 1. Let (A r+1 , u r+1 ) be of Type 2; for example,
In ( A comparison of these two expression yields the formula for In(A).
EXAMPLES AND BICLIQUE DECOMPOSITIONS
Let K a,b denote a simple complete bipartite graph with a vertices in one part and b vertices in the other. One way to construct a biclique decomposition of a partial join ( 
Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 can all be interpreted as results on the inertia of partial joins of graphs, (G,
Of course, when we say that (G, U ) is of Type j, we mean that (A, u) is of Type j where A is an adjacency matrix of G and u is the associated characteristic vector of U .
Proof. By Corollary 3.2 and (10), (G, U ) is of Type 1 and (1), so equality holds.
We are mainly interested in ordinary joins of graphs and all of the following examples in this section will be of that nature. Consequently, from now on, when we say that a graph G with adjacency matrix A is of Type j we assume that U is the full vertex set and u = 1 . Thus, G is of Type 0 if 1 / ∈ Col A and of Type 1, 2, or 3 if there is an x such that Ax = 1 and 1 T x is greater than, equal to, or less than 1, respectively. A solution x of Ax = 1 may sometimes be found or verified by hand by noting that it may be chosen to be constant on orbits of the automorphism group of G acting on the vertex set, and that, counting edge multiplicity, the sum of the values of x on each vertex neighborhood must equal 1. Example 1. Let T 6 be the complement of the tree T 6 of order 6 that has four vertices of degree 1 and two adjacent vertices of degree 3 (see Figure 3) . Taking x = 1/2 on the four vertices of degree 4 in T 6 and x = −1/2 on the two vertices of degree 2 gives Ax = 1 and 1 T x = 1. Thus T 6 is a Type 2 graph. From Corollary 3.1, it follows that In ( r i=1 G i ) may always be determined if at least one of the graphs G i is of Type 2. Unfortunately, a computer search shows that T 6 is the smallest simple graph of Type 2. However, if multiple edges are allowed, Type 2 graphs are easily constructed. For example, if G is a graph with an induced 2-cycle whose vertices are both adjacent (once) to all other vertices, then G is of Type 2. (Taking x = 1/2 on the vertices of the 2-cycle and x = 0 elsewhere gives Ax = 1 and 1 T x = 1.)
The following corollary to Proposition 4.1 will be useful in finding the biclique decomposition numbers of the joins of some classes of graphs.
, where each graph G i is of Type 0 or 1 with b(G i ) = n − (G i ). Then G is of Type 1 with
The simple graphs on 6 or fewer vertices not of Type 0 or 1.
We now provide some examples of graphs G of Type 0 or 1 with b(G) = n − (G). All such graphs G may be used as graphs G i in equation (11) . We restrict our examples to connected graphs. For, if each connected component C of G is of Type 0 or 1 with b(G) = n − (G), then G is of Type 0 or 1 with b(G) = n − (G).
From Figures 1 and 2 , we see that all but six of the graphs of order at most 6 have b(G) = n − (G). Also, a computer run shows that of the simple graphs of order at most 6, all are of Type 0 or 1 except for the two graphs in Figure 3 : the Type 2 tree complement T 6 from Example 1, and the Type 3 pin-cycle P (C 3 ) with 1 T x = 0 from Example 7. Thus, the eight graphs in Figures 1, 2 and 3 are the only simple graphs of order at most 6 that may not be used as graphs G i in Corollary 4.1. For example, if V is an empty graph, then V is 0-regular and b(V ) = n − (V ) = 0. Thus, if G is a complete multipartite graph with r parts, then G is a join of r empty graphs and we obtain a well-known simple extension of the Graham-Pollak Theorem:
A simple k-regular graph has k < n and so is of Type 0 or 1. Thus, simple k-regular graphs with b = n − may be used as graphs G i in equation (11) . Here are four examples of such graphs.
Cycles, C n , n ≥ 3 are 2-regular and it is easily seen that b(
Prisms, G 2n = C n K 2 , are 3-regular and b(G 2n ) = n − (G 2n ) = n precisely when n ≡ 2 or 4 (mod 6) [11, p.642] .
Cycle complements, C n , n ≥ 3, are (n − 3)-regular and n − (C n ) ≥ n + (C n ) for n = 5. Also, 2 Before proceeding with additional examples, we give some definitions and lemmas. A vertex cover of a graph G is a set K of vertices of G such that each edge of G is incident to at least one vertex of K. Let β(G) be the minimum number of vertices in a vertex cover. A star is a K 1,n for some n. Given a vertex cover K of a simple graph G, one can always form a biclique decomposition of G using stars, one star for each vertex of K. Thus, by (1),
Thus, a simple graph G may be decomposed by h(G) stars if and only if h(G) = β(G).
Let the neighbor multi-set, N (u), of a vertex u in a graph G be the vertices v in G that are adjacent to u taken with multiplicity equal to the number of edges between v and u. Let u and v be distinct nonadjacent vertices in a simple  graph G, and suppose that N (u) ⊆ N (v). Let H be the graph obtained  from G by replacing N (v) by N (v)\N (u) .
Proof. Given a collection of bicliques that decompose E(H), note that because u is not adjacent to v, no biclique can contain u and v in opposite parts. Also, because G is assumed to be simple, the neighbor sets of u and v are disjoint in H, and so no biclique part can contain both u and v. To each part that contains u, insert the vertex v. This operation recovers the edges adjacent to v in G that were also adjacent to neighbors of u. Thus the resulting bicliques decompose E(G) and so (13) on forests until each component is either a K 2 or a K 1 .) A computer search shows that all trees of order at most 13 are of Type 0 or 1 and so may be used as graphs G i in equation (11) . Unfortunately, not all trees are of Type 0 or 1. A computer search shows that there are precisely three trees of order at most 15 that are not of Type 0 or 1: one tree on 14 vertices and two on 15 vertices. All three exceptions are of Type 3 with 1 T x = 0. There is also at least one Type 3 tree on 16 vertices with 1
Example 4. (Paths) A path P n on n vertices is a tree so, from Example 3, b(P n ) = n − (P n ) = β(P n ) = n/2 . Also, every path is an example of a tree that is Type 0 or 1. To see this, suppose that the vertices of P n are ordered so that consecutive vertices are adjacent and that A is the adjacency matrix of P n .
If n ≡ 1 (mod 4), then P n is a graph of Type 0 because 1 T z = 0 and z ∈ Nul A when z = [ 1, 0, −1, 0, 1, 0, −1, 0, 1, . . . ] T .
If n ≡ 0, 2, or 3 (mod 4), then P n is of Type 1 because Ax = 1 and 1 Thus, paths may always be used as graphs G i in equation (11) . More specifically, if G = r i=1 P ni , let k j be the number of paths with n i ≡ j (mod 4) vertices, 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, and let n be the order of G. Then,
Example 5. (Complements of trees) V. Watts [16] has shown that there is a tree on 13 vertices whose complement has b > n − , and that all complements of trees of order at most 12 have b = n − . All complements of trees on 7 or fewer vertices are of Type 0 or 1 except for the Type 2 graph T 6 in Example 1 and Figure 3 , and a Type 3 graph, T 7 with 0 < 1 T x < 1. Here T 7 is obtained from T 6 by attaching another vertex of degree 1 to a vertex of degree 3. Aside from these two exceptions, all complements of trees on 7 or fewer vertices may be used as graphs G i in Corollary 4.1.
Example 6. (Complements of paths) It was observed in [7] that P n , the complement of a path on n vertices, has b(P n ) = n − (P n ) = 2 3 (n − 1) . Each P n is of Type 0 or 1. To see this note first that if n ≤ 3, then P n has an isolated vertex and so is of Type 0. If n > 3, then P n is of Type 1. For suppose that P n has vertices 1, . . . , n, ordered so that consecutive vertices are nonadjacent and let A be the adjacency matrix of P n . If n > 3, then Ax = 1 and 1 
where n is the order of G and k j is the number of P ni with n i ≡ j (mod 3).
Before proceeding with additional examples, we introduce a new definition. We call a graph G a pin graph if G is simple and there is a vertex cover K of G such that each vertex of K is adjacent to at least one vertex of degree 1 that is not in K. Note that since the vertices of degree 1 in a pin graph G must be adjacent to or in K, it follows that K must be a minimum vertex cover: |K| = β(G).
Proof. Let K be a vertex cover of G, each vertex of which is adjacent to at least one vertex of degree 1 not in K. For each vertex w in K select one vertex u of degree 1 that is adjacent to w and not in K. Then, N (u) = {w} ⊆ N (v) for all other vertices v adjacent to w. For each such vertex w in K, replace N (v) by N (v)\N (u), that is, delete all edges incident to w other than the edge wu. By Lemma 7, the resulting graph has the same inertia as G and, since K is a vertex cover, consists of |K| = β(G) independent edges, together with, perhaps, some isolated vertices. Thus, by Lemma 7, b 
Example 7. (Pin-cycle graphs) A pin-cycle graph is a graph G = P (C n ) on 2n vertices, formed by attaching n vertices of degree one to the vertices of a cycle C n . By Lemma 8, these graphs may be decomposed by b(G) = n + (G) = n − (G) = n stars. They are all Type 3 graphs with the special property that 1 T x = 0. For if A is an adjacency matrix of P (C n ), and x is the vector with value 1 on each vertex of C n in P (C n ) and value −1 on each vertex of degree 1 in P (C n ), then Ax = 1 and 1 T x = 0.
Proof. Suppose G 1 , and G 2 are of order m and 2n respectively. By Theorem 1.
bicliques by taking a decomposition of G 1 by h(G 1 ) bicliques along with n bicliques, K 2,m+1 , obtained by extending h(G 2 ) = n stars K 2,1 in a minimum decomposition of G 2 to cover the edges between G 1 and G 2 . 
Unfortunately, aside from graphs G with b(G) = n + (G) = n − (G) and 1 / ∈ Col G (which can already be used in equation (11)), a computer check shows that no other simple graphs of order at most 7 may be used in Proposition 4.3. The following example gives an infinite class of simple graphs G with b(G) = n + (G) = n − (G) and 1 ∈ Col G that can be used in Proposition 4.3. They include P (K 4 ), a pin-complete graph of order 8. Since a lexicographic product may be regarded as a sequence of partial joins (with a variant rule for the accompanying vertex subset), its inertia may be determined by successive applications of Theorem 1.1, if enough algebraic information is known. Also, several of our useful inequalities on joins may be generalized to lexicographic products by noting that if f denotes any of the parameters n + , n − , h or b, then f is subadditive and f (H) = f (H) so
Suppose B is the r×r adjacency matrix of H, and A i an n i ×n i adjacency matrix of G i for i = 1, . . . , r. Then for an adjacency matrix of H[G 1 , ..., G r ] we may take the r×r block matrix A with i th diagonal block A i and with ij th off diagonal block either a J matrix or a O matrix, depending on whether or not ij is an edge of H. In the case that each G i is k i -regular and connected, we will see below that
In (H[G 1 , ..., G r ] 
In(G i ) + In(Â) − (r, 0, 0), (15) whereÂ is the r×r quotient matrix [5, p.196] formed from A by replacing each block of A by its common row sum; that is,Â ii = k i ,Â ij = n j if ij is an edge of H, andÂ ij = 0, otherwise. To prove (15) , note first that each λ-eigenvector x of A i with λ = k i is orthogonal to 1 , and so yields a λ-eigenvector w of A by taking w = x in the i th partition and w = 0 , elsewhere. The remaining r eigenvalues of A are the r eigenvalues ofÂ because each λ-eigenvector z ofÂ lifts [5, p.198 ] to a λ-eigenvector of A (orthogonal to the eigenvectors w above) by repeating the i th entry of z exactly n i times for each i = 1, . . . , r. Thus, n + (A) = r i=1 (n + (A i ) − 1) + n + (Â), n − (A) = r i=1 n − (A i ) + n − (Â), and equation (15) follows. Using (1), (14) , (15), we conclude with the following result. 
